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INTRODUCTION
Mbox Software Version 3.9.1
Software version 3.9.1 is now available for the Mbox Media Server applications including Mbox Designer, Mbox
Studio, Mbox Mini, Mbox Director, and Mbox Remote.

Overview
Software version 3.9.1 offers several small feature changes that enhance the capabilities of Mbox, Mbox Remote, and
Mbox Director. Version 3.9.1 also includes a number of bug fixes. A list of all new items can be found below.
Mbox:
+ All versions of Mbox (Designer, Studio, and Mini) are allowed to have up to 26 collections for content management
sync. This also extends to sync master computers running Mbox Daemon but not Mbox.
+ 1080p23.98 and 1080p24 formats added to the video input format list.
+ Warning and red background color added to Fullscreen Mode Aspect field on Setup tab.
+ ArtNetEverywhere Kernel Extension added to installer to allow incoming Art-Net to be shared to more than one
application on the receiving computer.
Director:
+ Added the ability to toggle hide/solo functions from OSC and MIDI commands.
+ Added the ability to add custom MIDI patch additions via plist.
Remote:
+ Improvement to the Pixel Mapping file open dialog window.
+ Added the ability for Remote to use Mac keychain stored user name and password data when mounting external
drives.
+ Added support for trackpad scroll and zoom gestures.
+ Added geometry tools for rescaling and moving groups of fixtures, as well as quick arc and circle creation.
+ Added the ability to reverse sync selected files from Member to Master.
+ Added a warning when old files are about to be synced over newer files of the same name.
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Corrected Issues
+ r5700, r5708 - Alias resolution fixes for Yosemite
+ r5707 - Tooltip fixes in Daemon
+ r5710 - Fixtures are now flipped and translated correctly when importing Pixel Map files from versions prior to 3.9
+ r5722 - Fix for Topo object grid display value not updating correctly
+ r5725 - Fix an exception that would occur when a Pixel Map csv file with more columns than headers was
imported
+ r5726 - Fix an issue where Daemon would not be visible if the app was hidden upon launch
+ r5740 - Fix File Sharing and Remote Management on/off scripts built into Mbox application
+ r5759 - Fix time drift issue for fade and autofollow timing in Director
+ r5764 - Reinstate some of the ArtNetHub functionality in Mbox to allow Mbox and Remote to both receive Art-Net
when running on the same computer
+ r5777 - Fixes in TC_Reader application to better handle disruptions or loops in timecode; also to require less
preroll
+ r5820 - Fix in Director to address issue with the "Running Old Software" window and Save-As dialog
+ r5848 - Fix to force new auto-created alignment plists to be empty rather than copies of the previously-active file
+ r5854 - Minor correction for Group range text in Remote
+ r5859 - Fix to implement non-excepting plist conversion in Mbox and Remote for use with Remote's Content
Editor
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